Langara Rocks in September
April 13, 2022

The travel restrictions of the past two years have resulted in pent-up demand for fishing adventures, which
means that space is already extremely limited from June through August at both The Clubhouse and The
Outpost.
The good news is that, as per usual, The Clubhouse will remain open for part of September, when the sun
is still high and the good times are being had. Not only that but there will still be lots cooking on the back
deck at The Clubhouse during that time, starting with the Beef, Barbeque & Bourbon event moving from its
traditional slot in June to September 4-8.

Enjoy sunny September days on the water.

This year will feature Matt Pittman, world famous pitmaster and the founder of Meat Church – a global
lifestyle BBQ brand. He is an expert and respected authority on outdoor cooking and has appeared on the
hit TV show BBQ Pitmasters. Matt will share his deep-rooted passion for all things barbeque and bring our
guests a taste of Texas to the remote shores of Haida Gwaii. Guests can look forward to wide-ranging
nightly feasts along with bourbon themed cocktails specially customized for the occasion.

Join Matt Pittman, hailing from the great state of Texas where the love of barbeque runs deep.

Enjoy cocktails on the back deck with friends and family.Adding to the September sizzle, some of Canada’s
hottest rock musicians will be cooking up some tunes at The Clubhouse, both inside the lodge and on the
back deck. Mick Dalla-Vee and Marc LaFrance, both long-time members of Randy Bachman’s touring band
and veterans of the Canadian recording industry will be playing and singing September 1-4. Then fellow
Bachman bandmate, Brent Knudsen and the multi-talented Dave Reimer, a founding member of Barney
Bentall and the Legendary Hearts, will rock it out for the season finale September 8-11.

Live music will be waiting in the lounge, hope to see you there….

September is shaping up to be the most entertaining month of the year, but you’ll need to set your hooks
soon.
Call us at 1-888-432-6666 or click here to make an inquiry online and you’ll be contacted within 24 hours.
For more information visit our event pages:

Far Beyond Concert Series – September 1 to 4 – Mick & Marc
Beef, Barbeque & Bourbon – September 4 to 8 – Matt Pittman
Far Beyond Concert Series – September 8 to 11- Dave & Brent

Limited seating still available, call up your fishing partners!
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